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One example of how force-induced conformational Comparing "classical" mechanosensors of specialized organs to the mechanisms operating in FA is mostly changes can affect intermolecular interactions is the assembly of extracellular fibronectin fibrils. In a series speculative at this stage. Nevertheless, it seems that ionic-channel-based mechanosensory "devices" are of recent studies (reviewed in Geiger et al., 2001) , it was shown that stretching of fibronectin can unfold the optimal for activating a cell as a whole, or inducing a general cell polarization, but are less effective in transmolecule and expose binding sites for another fibronectin molecule, leading to the formation of fibronectin ducing a highly localized response. In the case of FA, the response to mechanical load appears not to depend fibrils. Obviously, stretch-induced assembly of fibronectin cannot account for the whole phenomenon of forceon ion fluxes, but involves a slower and more localized process of directional assembly of the submembrane induced FA assembly, since cells also form FA on other substrates. However, this example demonstrates that a plaque. This assembly may lead to the co-clustering of signaling molecules, which might trigger a cascade of force-induced assembly process can occur even in a rather simple one-component system and, in a way, downstream signaling events, such as protein phosphorylation and activation of small GTPases. Some of serve as an adhesion-dependent mechanosensor. Some Conclusions these may act locally on the FA itself, serving as feedback loops controlling FA assembly, while others might As noted above, it appears highly likely that the adhesion-dependent mechanosensor is localized in the subhave a global effect on the cell, affecting its behavior and fate. membrane plaque of FA. The detailed molecular nature of this mechanosensor is largely unknown, yet some of
